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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the technology transfer and development issues 
for developing countries arising from the agreements concluded under the Uruguay Round of Mulblateral 
Trade Negotiations of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (hereinafter referred to as the Uruguay 
Round). 

2. The Uruguay Round, which was launched in September, HJ86 and concluded in April, 
1994, marks the beginning of a new phase in international relationships in the ei:onomic, trade, investment 
and scientific fields. The range and complexity of the agenda and issues covered by the Uruguay Round 
have been unlike those addressed by any of the previous seven rounds of trade negotiations conducted 
under the auspces of GA TT since it was established in January, 1948. Traditionally GA TT was regarded 
as a forum for reduction cf tariff and non-tariff barriers to international trade in the goc'<fs sector, and the 
jurisdiction of GA TT was therefore assumed to be confined to 'border measures' relating to merchandise 
trade. The Uruguay Round makes a clean break with this traditional GATT paradigm by extending the 
jurisdiction of GA TT to the areas of iM!slment, intellectual proparty rights and services. Furthermore, the 
future agenda of GA TT (henceforth WfO) will encompass the area of 'trade and environmenf and even 
non-trade issues. Within the goods sector, the Uruguay Round brings within its ambit 'agriculture' and 
'textiles and clothing' that had remained out of GA TT disciplines and rules for decades for political 
reasons. The Uruguay Round has woven into a single fabric 28 major agreements and understandings -
25 in the goods sector including the agreement on Trade Related Investment Measures (TRIMS); the 26th 
is the agreement on Trade Related l'ltellectual Property Rights (TRIPS); the 27th is the General 
Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS); and the 2Sth is the agreement establishing the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO), which agreement strings together all the agreements and understandings as an 
ildivisible package. These two underlying factors, namely, tile enlargement of the jurisdiction of GA TT 
to the five areas of agriculture, textiles and clothing, investment, intellectual property rights and services, 
and the integration of trade in goods, trade in services, protection and enforc-?ment of intellectual p1operty 
llJhts, and treabnent of foreign investment into a single indivisible package providing for the possibility of 
'cross retaliation' across sectors, are at the root of the complexity, controversies and concerns surrounding 
the Uruguay Round. The jurisdiction of WTO will no longer stop at national boundaries or import and 
export measurss, but will impinge on domestic policies, laws, regulations and institutional mechanisms 
of member countries in areas as diverse as trade, investment, technology, services and environment 

3. The Uruguay Round agreements will have a profound impact on the acquisition of fo.-eign 
technology and development of indigenous technological capabilities by rleveloping countries. On a wider 
plane, the fundamental objective of the Uruguay Round being the liberalised access to markets around 
the world for goods, services, investment and technology, the competition in the international market place 
including the domestic markets of developing countries will intensify and such competition will increasingly 
be driven by technological superiority. For example, without modernisation and technological upgradation, 
developing countries may not be able to reap t.he full benefits of the opportunities created for them in the 
areas of textiles and clothing, computer software or even agriculture. In the ultimate analysis, the 
challenge posed by the Uruguay Round to any developing country is the challenge to its ability and 
willingness to compete in world markets Oncluding defending its own domestic market from fore:gn 
competition). The importance of technology as a fundamental factor for developing and sustaining 
competitive capabilities can hardly be over-emphasized. 

4. More specifically, certain agreements of the Uruguay Round such as TRIPS, TRIMS, 
Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, Agreement on the Application of Sanit.ary and Phyto-sanitary 
Measures and GATS, as well as the emerging rmkage between trade and environment will impinge directly 
and indirectly on the technology policies. laws, regulations and institutional framework of developing 
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countries. The availability and cost of foreign technology and !he terms and conditi'lns on which it is 
available, as well as the development of domestic technological capabilities, will be markedly influenced 
by the agreements of the Uruguay Round. Developing countries would need to cope with two major 
trends gathering momentum not only from the Uruguay Round agreements but also from other 
international, r~ional or bilateral pressures. These are: the protection and enforcement of intellectual 
property rights including such rights in newer areas, and the observance of environmentally safe 
technologies and standards. 

5. Against ttis background. the study seeks to analyze the following areas: an overview of 
the scope, objectives and features of Cle Uruguay Round; core provisions of selected agreements of the 
Uruguay Round, namely, TRIPS, TRIMS, Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, Agreement on the 
Application of Sanitary and Phyto-sanitary .neasures, and GATS; and implications of these agreements 
for technology acquisiion and development policies of developing countries. In the light of such analysis, 
the study attempts to suggest policy options for developing countries to gain from and cope with the 
opportunities and challenges posed ll'f the Uruguay Round agreements. As is to be expected. the TRIPS 
agreement has received predominant attention and coverage in the study as it is the most critical and 
controversial of the Uruguay Round agreements bearing o!l the technology acquisition and development 
policies of developing countries. 

I. OVERVIEW OF URUGUAY ROUND NEGOTIATIONS 

6. There are three fundamental features that distinguish the Uruguay Round from the 
previous rounds of trade negotiations conducted under GATT. First is the enlargement of the trade 
agenda beyond merchandise trade. The General Agreement was originally conceived as a multilateral 
instrument to li>eralise world trade in goods and place it on a secure basis. The focus of attention till the 
Uruguay Round was therefore the elimination of tariff and non-tariff barriers to international merchandise 
trade. The Uruguay Round has altered this situation radically. Besides bringing in 'agriculture' and 
'textiles and clothing' within the ambit of GA TT rules and disciplines, the Round has extended the scope 
and jurisdiction of GA TT to three new areas, namely. investment, intellectual property rights and services. 
In fact, the extension of GATT's jurisdiction to the new areas. in which the developed, but not the 
developing countries, were interested would not have been possible without bringing agriculture and 
textiles and clothing On which many developing countries were interested) within the GATT fold. It must 
be noted that the Uruguay Round has only signalled the beginning of the process of extending the trade 
agenda. Emrironment and labour standards have already been listed as new issues to be addressed by 
the WTO and the process of linking international trade to "new -new" issues, whether trade or non-trade 
related, is likely to intensify in the coming years. Developing countries have cause for concern that such 
new issues may become the new forms of non-tariff barriers to their exports. 

7. Secondly, the Uruguay Round ushers in a multilateral trading regime whereunder the 
norms and standards, ruies and disciplines, obligations and commitments are more or less the same for 
all member countries regardless of the stage of their economic development. The TRIPS agre1 ·ment is 
a classical example of this approach. The concessions or relaxations allowed for developing countries 
in most of the agreements of the Uruguay Round are e.;sentially time related, meaning thereby that while 
they may have a longer transition period for adjustment, they will have to abide by the same rules and 
disciplines applicable to the developed countries at the end of the prescribed transition period. 
Substantive and special concessions in favour of developing countries are either non-existent or of a 
limited magnitude in most of the Uruguay Round agreements. The future is likely to witness a further 
inter.sification of this process of all countries Deing required to abide by uniform rules, disciplines. 
commitments and concessions. 
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8. Thirdly, the Uruguay Round virtually signifies the end of the era of non-reciprocity in 
international economic and trade relations. In a way, this is also reflected in the aforementioned feature 
of all countries being obliged to follow common rules and disciplines regardiess of their level of economic 
development The central philosoj)hy of the Uruguay Round would appear to be that market access must 
be given if market access is to be gained. Notwihstancling the exhortation in the Uruguay Round mandate 
that developing countries should not be required to undertake reciprocal concessions or commitments 
inconsistent with their trade. finance and development needs, the reality of the Round is that reciprocity 
on near equal, if not equal, temlS has become a pre-condition for developing countries gaining access to 
the markets of the indus:rialised world. The so-called 'free riding· on the trading system by developing 
countries has been curbed and the tradiliooal concept of 'special and differential treatrnc:nf for developing 
countries has been substantially eroded by the Uruguay Round. 

9. The driving force behind these developments - extension of the trade agenda to new 
areas. Pnforcement of uniform rules and disciplines, insistence on reciprocity in concessions and 
commitments, integration of trade. investment, technology and services into a single package, and threat 
of trade retaliation as a tool for enforcement of obligations in other areas - is the objective of industrialised 
countries that the markets of developing countries, especially those that have achieved rapid economic 
growth or those that have large and expanding markets, should be prised open for their goods, services, 
technology and investment. The •graduation· of developing countries, such as the newly industrialised 
countries, to higher levels of obligations and commitments and the opening up of the markets of other 
developing countries that had hitherto remained closed were major aims of the industrialised countries 
under the Uruguay Round. Such opening up of markets was sought to be achieved not only for 
merchandise trade, l:Kit also for technology (in which protection of intellectual property occupied a central 
place). investment and services. 

10. The outcome of these developments is that the multilateral trading system emerging from 
the Uruguay Round creates both opportunities and challenges for developing countries. the range and 
complexity of vlhich will require strategic and sophisticated responses from them. The opportuniti£;s for 
developing countries lie in the strengthened multilateral trading system arising from the Uruguay Round 
and the enhanced market access they could have in areas such as agriculture, textiles and clothing, 
tropical and mineral products, industrial products in which they have assimilated technologies and 
acquired competitiveness (ranging from consumer durables to chemicals and engineering products), and 
services invoMng skilled professionals such as computer software. However, their capacity to take 
advantagP, of the market access opportunities arising from the Uruguay Round will depend crucially on 
t:-ie strategies and mPasures they adopt to meet the comoetition that will intensify in the international 
market place. In essence, the basic challenge posed by the uruguay Round for developing countries is 
not so much a challenge to their sovereignty or economic space as it is to their capacity and determination 
to cope Ytitl the competition they will increasingly face in their domestic and external markets. It is facile 
to S$5Ume that such competition will only be between developing and developed countriP.S as if they are 
two homogenous and adverse blocks. In vast areas, the competition will be amongst developing countries 
themselves either in t ... eir domestic markets or ir. the markets of industrialised countries. However, now 
that tariff:; in the industrialised world have come dOWl1 to very low levels (except in some areas where the 
problems of •tariff peaks· and •tariff escalation· may continue to persist), developing countries may 
increasingly face newer forms of non-tariff barriers !o their exports to industrialised countries, espt:cially 
those related to human health and safety, environment and ·social clauses· (eg. labour standards, child 
labour. civil liberties). 

11. Investment in infrastructure. technology and human resources holds the key for 
developing countries meeting the chat:enges posed by the Uruguay Round. Insulation of the domestic 
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market from competition. protedlon of inefficient domesOC industry or subsidization of inefficient production 
or exports may at best provide temporary palliatives but not a durable solution to meeting the demands 
and competition emerging in the international trading system. To the extent the Uruguay Round package 
of agreements shifts the focus of attention of developing countries away from protection, subsidization and 
special and cifferential treatment approach towards the building up of their efficiency and competitiveness 
in the international market place, the outcome of the Uruguay Round may even prove to be a blessing in 
disguise - at least for those countries which do not wish to miss the opportunities for the challenges posed 
by the Round. The technology factor will play a decisive role in bJilding up the requisite efficiency and 
competitiveness both in the agricultural and non-agricultural sectors. For instance. the anticipated gains 
in the export of agricultural products or tellies and cloti1ing in the wake of the Uruguay Round agreements 
will materialise only if the necessary technological inputs are consciously injected into these sectors 
including the incre:lsing requirements of health, safety, sanitary and environmental standards of the 
indtistrialised countrit:.s. Modernisation and upgradation of technology, quality and design improvement. 
raw 'llaterial and energy conservation. and adherence to process and production methods conforming 
to p1 ?scribed environmental criteria will all need concerted and conscious attention to selection, 
acqu.>ffion, development and deployment of technologies. The building up of domestic technolopical 
capatilities and encouragement. absorption and adaptation of foreign technologies have become more 
crucial than even before for developing countries staying competitive in the rigorous market place of the 
post-Uruguay Round world. The manner in which the availability, transfer and diffusion, cost and 
conditions of technologies will be influenced or affected by the various Uruguay Round agreements is 
therefore a matter of considerable importance to developing countries. 

II CORE PROVISIONS OF SELECTED URUGUAY ROUND 
AGREEMENTS 

AGREEMENT ON TRADE REIATED A.WECTS Of tNTB.lEClUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (IRIPS) 

12. Before the core provisions and implications of the TRIPS agreement are analyzed, it may 
be useful to en:.imerate briefly the main motives behind the objective of industrialised countlies to bring 
the issue of intellectual property rights (IPRs) on the trade agenda and to lay down stringent norms and 
standards for the protection and enforcement of IPRs. First, technology. especially newer technologies, 
is fast becoming the driving force behind international competitiveness, and technology by itself is 
increasingiy becoming an invaluable commercial and tradeable asset. Protection and enforcement of 
one's IPRs is becoming a synonym for protection and dominance of one's market in the world. Secondly, 
while the industrialised countries are losing, or have virtually lost, their competitive strength in traditional 
manufactured goods to developing countries, their comparative advantage is rising rapidly in the area of 
knowledge based industries, in the area of ·intellectual goods· so to say. 

13. Thirdly, there is a virtual explosion in information, communication, new materials and bio
technologies -generally speaking, in the frontier areas of technology -where the industrialised countries 
are enjoying a huge lead over developing countries. Past experience has shown that unless this lead is 
protected through exclusive IPR ownership, the developing countries could quickly acquire them and 
erode their comparative advantage. Fourthly, the cost of R&D to develop and commercialize new 
products and processes is rising sharply, especially d1.1e to growing and rigorous standards pertaining to 
health, safety and environment. For instance, the Pharmaceutical Manufacturers Association of America 
claims, quoting a February, 1993 report of the US '.:ongressional Office of Technology Assessment, that 
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it coslS on an average $359 million to get one new medicine from the laboratory to the pharmacist's shelf.' 
Fifthly, large transnational corporations (fNCs) are now the generators. and if not the generators. the 

actual users of R&O intensive technologies. Even where technologies are generated by individual 
inventors, small finns or universities and government owned research institutions. the TNCs tend to 
acquire owne~ of or rights in those technologies with a view to commercially exploit them around the 
world. Such exploitation rests upon the protection of their ownership or licence rights around the world. 
Lastly, the TNCs in industrialised countries, especially the USA, were clamouring that in the absence of 
adequate and effective protection of their patents, copyright and trademarks, they were losang heavily to 
piracy in areas such as pharmaceuticals. chemicals (especially agro chemicals), computer software, 
motion pictures and music. 

14. When the agenda for the new round of trade negotiations was being discussed in the 
early 1980s. industrialised counbies, ied by the USA, were therefore keen that intellectual property rights, 
as well as investment and services. should be brought within the ambit of GA TT commitments and 
disciplines. On their part, developing countries were averse to the extension of the jurisdiction of GA TT 
to new areas in which they were at a considerable competitive disadvantage vis-a-vis the developed world. 
This was particularly true for IPRs because of the technological gap between industrialised and developing 
counbies. They therefore argued that the trade agenda could at best be extended to cross border trade 
in counterfeit goods and that the issue of substantive norms and standards for the protection and 
enforcement of IPRs should be left to the jurisdiction of specialized agencies like the World Intellectual 
Property Organisation (WIPO) which administers the international conventions on the subject. The 
industrialised counbies were, however, insistent upon the extension of GA TT's jurisdiction to IPRs because 
they could then use the lever of trade, i.e. market access opportunities provided by them, and the weapon 
of trade retaliation to lay down standards and effectively enforce them. They regarded WIPO as an 
ineffective mechanism in as much as the conventions administered by it, particularly the Paris Convention 
for the Protection of Industrial Property, left cons.iderable latitude to member countries on norms for the 
protection of IPRs, and furthermore, there is no effective dispute settlement or enforcement mechanism 
under them to discipline errant behaviour. Apart from their not being 'demandeurs' in the new areas. but 
only 'defenders' against inroads being made into their domestic policy regimes, it was precisely this 
apprehension of 'cross retaliation' by industrialised countries in the goods trade for alleged deficiencies 
in their IPR regime that was at the root of the reluctance of developing countries to bring IPRs on the 
GATT agenda. After protracted negotiations, the Punta del Este mandate of September, 1986 launching 
the Uruguay Round included all the five subjects: agriculture, textiles and clothing (where many developing 
counbies were the principal demandeurs); investment, intellectual property rights and services (the new 
areas where the industrialised countries were almost the sole demandeurs). A package approach was 
adopted for the negotiations so that concessions or commitments given in any one area could be 
leveraged to obtain conc~sions or benefits in another area. Even then, the divergence of interests was 
such that it was only in April, 1989, that the mandate was interpreted to include substantive norms and 
standards concerning the availability • scope and use of intellectual property rights. 

15. Turning 11ow to the core provisions of the TRIPS agreement, it covers seven categories 
of intellectual property rights, namely, copyright, including neighbouring rights, trade marks, geographical 
indications, industrial designs, patents, lay-out designs of integrated circuits and trade secrets. If the 
patenting of micro-organisms (i.e. biotechnological inventions) and protection of new varieties of plants 
(for eYample, through Plant Breeder's Rig~ts) which are included in the TRIPS agreement under patents 
are regarded as special categories in themselves, it could be said that the TRIPS agreement 
encompasses nine major categories of intellectual property. It is worth noting that the agreement 

"NL'W Drug Approvals in I 99J". Pharmaceutical ManufacturL'fS Association of AmL'fica. January. 
1994. 
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specifically confers the legal status of intellectual property on trade secrels, although the commercial 
value of a trade secret rests upon ils secrecv and its protection involves action against breach of 
confidence, breach of contract or other improper means (eg. industJial espionage, theft, bribery) adopted 
to disclose or acquire a trade secrel.2 

16. The TRIPS agreement presaibes certain general obligations applicable to all intellectual 
property ~hts. VWh respect to nationals of other member countries, the agreement requires that (i) they 
shall be accorded treatment provided for in the agreement; that is to say. foreigners shall be entitled to 
enjoy, at the mnmum, ir.teledual property righls in accordance with the provisions of the agreement (i} 
they shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to nationals (i.e. national 
treatment); and (i) they shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that &CCOrded to nationals 
of any other foreign country (i.e. Most Favoured Nation treatment). On the questior. of exhaustion of 
intellectual property rights. the agreement does not pronounce one ·way or other on national or 
international exhaustion of the rights and leaves the issue to be decided by member countries in their 
discretion. 

17. The cenlral thrust of the TRIPS agreement is on substantive nonns and sbndards for the 
protection of the IPRs addressed by the agreement In this respect. the agreement has adopted a "Paris 
Convention/Berne Convention/ Washington Treaty plus • approach in the sense that the substantive 
standards of these ConventionsfTreaty should be complied with, and in addition, the norms and 
standards prescri>ed in the TRIPS agreement should also be adhered to.3 By this approach, th6 flexibility 
and discretion allowed in these Convel"ltions, especially the Paris Convention, in the matter of protection 
of IPRs has been eliminated; the subject matter of protection under various types of IPRs has been 
widened; and higher levels of protection of IPRs has been ensured. By ar. ' large, the TRIPS agreement 
lays down standards of protection of IPRs now obtaining or acceptable in the IPR regimes of the 
industrialised world. It is only in areas where the United States and European Community did not have 
a unified position that the agreement has either left the issue unaddressed or given flenbllity to member 
countries to address it. 

18. Taken as a whole, the TRIPS agreement reflects the quest of industrialised countries for 
extra-teniorial protection of their IPRs, especially in develoring countries, at a level prevailing in their own 
counbies. More than any other agreement of the Uruguay Round, the TRIPS agreement demonstrates 
the negotiating objective of industrialised countries that the rules and disciplines, norms and standards 
must be common for all counbieS, and developing countries could at best be given longer trarsition period 
to fall in line wlh them. The TRIPS agrf:em,mt does not provide any substantive concassion or relaxation 
to developing counbies as regards the norms and standards for the protection and enforcement of IPRs. 
However, developing countries have been allowed a transition period of five years (as compared to one 
year for developed countries} for implementation of the agreement, while least developed countries 
(LDCs} have been granted a transition period of eleven years. Moreover, Article 66.1 of the agreement 
and the Marrakesh Ministerial decision in favour of LDCs make it evident that the request of LDCs for 

l 

l 

The TRIPS agreement does not u.<re the expression "trade secrets". It is dealt with wlder the title 
"Protection of undisclosed information" and as a part of the wider concept of protection against unfair 
competition. 

Paris Convention refers to Paris Convention for the Protection of IndtL<rtrial Property according to the 
Stockholm Act of 14 July 196 7. Berne Convention refers to the Berne Convention for the Protection 
of Literary and Artilllic Worb according to the Paris Act of24 July 1971. Washington Treaty refers 
to the Treaty on Intellectual Property in rC:lflCCt of Integrated Circuit~ adopted at Washinjlton on 26th 
May 1989. 
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further extension of the transition period may be considered in a flexible and supportive manner. The 
TRIPS agreement also permits an additional transition penod of five years for introduction of product 
patents by developing countries in those areas of technology (typically food, beverages, pharmaceuticals, 
chemicals, especially agrochemicals) where they do not grant proouct patents on the date of entry into 
force of the WTO agreement (1January,1995). Such countries are, however, obliged to accept product 
patent applications for pharmaceutical and agro-chemical products, and pending the gran! or rejection 
of product patents on those applications in the wake of amendment of their IPR laws, to grant exclusive 
marketing rights for five years for those produds P1 case they have received product patent and marketing 
approval in any other member country. In essence what this provision mt:ans is that so far as protection 
of IPRs in phannaceutical and agrochemical products is concerned, the TRIPS agreement does not allow 
any transition period. 

19. Although the TRIPS agreement has expanded the scope, ambit and scale of protection 
of IPRs in all the areas of intellectual property addressed by it, it is mainly in the areas of patents, micro
organisms and plant varieties that the expansion has generated maximum concern and controversy in 
developing countries. Before the provisions and thei1 implications in these three areas are examined in 
some detail, it may be useful to touch upon some cf the salient features of the agreement in other 
categories of intellectual property. 

20. In the field o! copyright. besides making it obligatory to comply with Articles 1 to 21 of the 
Berne Convention, the agreement require:: computer programs and data bases to be protected as literary 
works under the Berne Convention. In respect o: at least computer programs and cinematographic works, 
the agreement requires the recognition of rental rights of the authors, i.e. their rights to authorize or prohibit 
the commercial rental to the public of originals or copies of th.air copyright works. The agreement also 
extends the scope of protection to neighbouring rights, namely, the rights of performers, producers of 
phonograms (sound recordings) • 1d broadcasting organisations. Although the agreement does not 
require adherence to the provisionr :if the Rome Convention (1961), it specifies the acts that will require 
their authorization and the minimum term ,1f protection of their rights. (Fifty years for performers and 
producers of phonograms, twenty years for broadcasting organisations). It is also worth noting that since 
patent protection under the TRIPS agreement extends to all fields of technology, it is open to any member 
country to grant patents as well as copyright to computer programs. 

Trademarks 

21. In the field of trademarks, the agreement prescribes in considerable detail the norms and 
standards for the protection of trademarks. In essence, the agreement closes the gaps in the Paris 
Convention and tightens the rules for the registration and protection of trademarks. The noteworthy 
features are the expansion of protection to service marks and well known marks. Trademarks and 
servicemarks are treated on equal footing and the tightened provisions will apply to service marks as well. 
In the case of well known marks, the provisions of Article 6 bis of the Paris Convention will apply to 
services also, but further tightening has been done in two respects: Provisions of Article 6 bis will appl~ 
even when the impugned mark is applied on goods or services which are not identical or similar to the 
goods or services in respect of which the trademark is registered. Second, in determining whether a 
trademark is well known, account shall be taken of the knowledge of the trademark in the relevant sector 
of the public (principally the consumers) generated by the promotional work of the trademark owner (for 
example, through print or television advertising). The agreement sets strict norms for cancellation of a 
trademark on the ground of ftnon-useft, making it clear that use of the trademark by a licen:>ed user is 
equivalent to its use by the owner and that non-use caused by obstacles beyond the control of the 
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trademark owner. as for example, import restrictions. will not be a valid ground for cancellation of the 
registration. The TRIPS agreement also prohibis any compulsion to use a trade1nark in combination with 
another trademark (the reference is to the requirement that used to be in vogue in some developing 
countries that foreign trademarks could be used in their domes:ic markets only in conjunction with 
domestic trademarks). Fmally, the agreement lays down !ha• compulsory licensing of a trademark shall 
not be permitted, and that the owner of a registered trademark shall have the right to assign the trademark 
with or without the transfer of the business to which the trademark belongs. 

22. As regards trade secrets, the TRIPS agreement treats trade secrets as a form of 
intellectual property and expands the provisions of Miele 10 bis of the Paris Convention dealing with unfair 
competition. Trade secrets cover both commercial and technical information. For example, know-how 
that is maintained as a secret falls within the ambit of trade secrets. While the value of a patent lies in its 
disclosure, the value of a !mow-how !!es in its secrecy. The TRIPS agreement requires that as long as 
a trade secret has a axnmercial value becatr.:e of ils seaecy and the owner of the trade secret has taken 
reasonable steps to maintain its secrecy, it must be protected against dishonest commercial practices 
such as a breach of contract. breach of confidence, inducement to such breach, theft and any other act 
of misappropriation. Neither the Paris Convenion nor the TRIPS agreement requires the enactment of 
a special legislation for protection of trade secrets. It is open to member countries to provide such 
protection through their civil or criminal laws and common law principles. Civil law directed against torts 
is generally used to provide reief to the owner of a trade secret. Competition law is another that could be 
used to give protecti(>n agai1st ads contrary to honest commercial practices. Now that TRIPS agreement 
specifically treats trade secret as an intellectual property and enjoins its protection in '3 defined manner, 
developing counbies would need to examine their legal ~¢em to see its conformity to the obligations 
stipulated in the TRIPS agreement. 

Integrated drculls 

23. As regards protection of lay-out designs of integrated circuits, the TRIPS agreement 
requires that the provisions of Articles 2 to 7 (except paragraph 3 of Article 6). Article 12, and paragraph 
3 of Article 16 of the Washington Treaty shall be complied with, and in addition. the following provisions 
would apply: the scope of protection should cover importing, selling or distributing for commercial 
purposes a protected lay-out design, an integrated circuit which incorporates a protected lay-out design, 
and an article which incnroorates such an integrated circuit. The only e'<ception to this rule is in the case 
of ·innocent infringemenf' in which case also the person concerned shall be liable to pay a reasonable 
royalty after he has received notice of the infringement Compulsory licensing of a protected layout design 
sha!I be governed 1Jtf the strict tenns set out in Article 31 of the TRIPS agreement pertaining to compulsory 
licensing of patents. The tenn of protection of a layuu1 design shall at least be ten years from the date cf 
application for registration or the date of its first commercial exploitation anywhere in the world, subject to 
the protection lapsing fifteen years after its creation. Thus, the provisions of the Washington Treat; have 
been tightened to a certain extent for the protection of the layout design. In particular, the narrowly defined 
circumstances for innocent infringement (as well as for compulsory licensing) could have implications for 
the rnanufacturdrs of consumer durables, machine tools, instrumentation and control equipment, etc. in 
developing countries where they use bought-out integrated circuits or parts or components that may 
contain a protected layout design unknown to them. 
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24. As noted earier, i is in the area of patents that the TRIPS agreement has enlarged and 
adopted the most stringent standards for the protection of the rights of the patent owner. The most 
importani ~.~::!!:!s incorporated in ihe agreement are the following: 

1. Patents shaB be available for any inwntion, V'l'ileiiler product or process, 
in all f.elds of technology. Thus, the exclusion of any sector from 
patentability or the exclusion of product patent in any sector is 
prohibited. (It is worth noting that the Paris Convention allows latitude 
to member countries to exclude sectors from patentabilily or product 
patentabllity). 

2. Patent~ shal be enjuyabie without discrimination as to whether the 
produce; are imported or locally produced. This may be interpreted to 
mean that importation must be regarded as working of a patent, 
although Paris Convention pt:m.:!:: ~r.mt of compulsory licence for 
failure to work or insufficient working of a patent withot.1 legitimate 
reasons. 

3. Plants and animals, and e5S"'ntially biological processes, may be 
excluded from patentability, but micro-organisms, micro-biological 
processes and non-biological processes must be patentable. Plant 
varieties (i.e. seeds and other forms of propagating material) must be 
protected either by patents or by an effective sui generis system or by 
a combination of both.4 

4. The duration of a patent shall at least be twenty years from the date of 
fiiiiig a patent ~P!>lication. (Here again, the Paris Convention gives 
freedom to member countries to fix me au1C:1iiuii iii tt-.ci:' discretion). 

5. If the subject matter of a patent is a process for obtaining a product, the 
burden of proof shall be reversed in the defined circumstances, i.e. it is 
for the defendant to prove that the process used by him to obtain an 
identical product is different from the patented process. 

6. A compulsory licence may be granted only according to the narrowly 
defined circumstances ir.corporated in '\rticle 31 of the agreement. In 
fact, Article 31 is the longest and most detailed Article of the entire 
TRIPS agreement. 

"'::>. T~.>SO ~·.d~:-c:. .... ~!! z!rcn~en ~ ... r~tP.nt rrotection system uniformly throughout the 
world at a level that is almost equivalent to the level obtaining in the industrialised world. 1 he staooards 
are targeted at all areas where the Paris Convention is either silent or allows considerable flexibility to 
member countries. In particular, the standards take away the freedom to exclude any sector or products 
from patentabill'.y (product or process) or to set different durations for patent for different sectors or 
products. In addition, pater.t ;:>rotection has bean extended to life forms and ;>atent or sui generis 
protection to plant varieties. Together with the disciplines on compulsory licensing, reversal of burden of 

4 The protection of micro-or11animnll and plant varieties is deait with e~ ~arate subject in the later part 
of this ~udy. 
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proof and non-Oiscrimination against imported products vis-a-vis locally produced products, the package 
stipulated in the TRIPS agreement would ensure for industrialised countries that patents are granted and 
protected around the wo.ld according to standards not lower than those incorporated in the agreement. 

26. It may be useful here to touch upun the three issues, importation being regarded as 
working of the patent, reversal of burden of proof and compulsory licensing, as they have raised some 
concern in developing coJntries. From the practical standpoint, the question whether importation is or is 
not working of a patent is not important in all circumstances.) It is releva11~ only when it is commercially 
feasible to work the patent in the host country and yet the host country ma~.Et is served only by importation 
and such importation is causing harm to the host country's economy, as for example, by unreasonable 
prices or by adverse impact on the growth and development of other sectors needing the patented article. 
Where a product is needed in small quantities (eg. catalysts, instrumentation control systems, even drugs 
or chemicals needed in small quantities). it is the availability of the product rather than its domestic 
manufacture that would be of concern to the users. It is only when it is commercially viable to 
manufacture a product in the host country and third parties with the necessary technological and 
manufacturing capacity are available to manufacture the product competitively that the question of 
granting a compulsory licence would assume practical significance. In such an event, if the market being 
served only by importatio'1 is causing harm to the national economy, the compulsory licensing provisions 
could be invoked citing the public interest reasons involved. It may not be fair to assume that a patent 
owner can work his patent in all the countries in which he takes a patent nor is it fair to assume that 
importation of a product by itself is injurious to national economy. 

27. As regards reversal of burden of proof, this will not come into play in all cases: it will 
come into play only in the case of those process patents where the process patent leads directly to a new 
product. If the alleged infringer has started manufacturing an identical product after the patented process 
has come into vogue, he has to prove that his process is different from that of the patented process. In 
adducing his defence, he need not disclose his own process or manufacturing secrets. The rationale 
behind the reversal of burden of proof is that the patent owner (plaintiff) has no reasonable way of knowing 
the process used by the defendant In Anglo Saxon legal tradition at least, the burden of proving any fact 
which is especially in the knowledge of a person is on that person. 

28. As regards compulsory licensing, the TRIPS agreement lays down detailed norms and 
conditions with a view to placing a very tight rid on the grant of such licences. The TRIPS agreement does 
not prohibit compulsory licensing. What it prohibits is automatic compulsory licensing through provisions 
such as 'licence of righf under which licences are made freely available, subject only to payment of a 
reasonable royalty, without the patent O\ mer being heard. The TRIPS agreement permits grant of a 
compulsory licence "on its individual merits", but such a licence can be granted only after the licence 
seeker had made efforts to obtain a licence from the patent owner on reasonable commercial terms and 
conditions, and his effort.s did net prove to be successful within a reasonable period of time. 6 If a 
compulsory licence is granted, it shou:d conform to the various conditions enumerated in Article 31 of the 
1' RIPS agreement. 

6 

Working of a ratent is nonnally understood to mean working it industrially, i.e. manufacture of a 
patented product or industrial application of a patented process. Thus, importation or sale of a 
patented product or of the product manufactured by a patented process will not nonnally be regarded 
as working of a patent. 

The only e'\ccptions to this rule arc cases of: national emergency, other circumstances of extreme 
urgency, puhlic non-commercial use, and remedy against a practice detennined to be ami-compctitivc 
hy judicial or administrative process 
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29. Developing countries must use the provisions of compulsory licensing selectively and 
judiciously on the merits of the individual case. The touchstone for grant of a compulsory licence must 
be the public interest to be seM!d, not the interest of domestic companies seeking a compulsory licence. 
Grant of a compulsory licence merely on the ground that the domestic market is being served by 

importation may not be a valid ground for a compulsory licence. There has to be a riexus to the public 
interest to be served by the grant of a compulsory licence. For example, if a drug or vaccine is widely 
needed for combating or preventing a disease affecting the common man and its prices are unreasonably 
high because of the protection granted by the patent system, and it is therefore considered essential to 
create competitive sources of its production and marketing, it may be legitimate to grant a compulsory 
licence, with such a licence conforming to the conditions enumerated in Article 31 of the TRIPS 
agreement. Such a licence should be granted without restraining the rights of the patent owner to 
manufacture the product locally or to serve the local market by importation. Equally, the competition laws 
would need to be strengthened. The TRIPS agreement permits grant of a compulsory licence without 
approaching the patent owner if it is to remedy a practice determined to be anti-competitive by judicial or 
adminisbative :xocess. The provisions of Article 8 (dealing with public interest) and Article 40 (dealing with 
the control of anti-competitive practices) should be judiciously used, consistent with the provisions of the 
TRIPS agreement relating to the substantive righ1s of a patent owner, to grant a compulsory licence where 
public interest is sought to be protected. 

30. From the standpoint of acquisition and development of technology, the real implications 
for developing countries arise not so much from issues such as importation being regarded as working 
of a patent, reversal of burden of proof or strict conditions for compulsory licensing as they do from the 
extension of patentability (both products and processes) to all fields of technology without discrimination 
and the elimination of any freedom or flexibility to the host countries in adopting a special regime for 
particular sectors of vital importance to them. These implications are discussed later in this study while 
considering the overall implications of the Uruguay Round agreements. 

MICRO-ORGANISMS 

31. The TRIPS agreement requires that micro-organisms and micro-biological processes 
must be provided patent protection. In other words, inventions in the area of bio-technology must be 
eligible for patent protection under the TRIPS agreement. 

32. Neither the TRIPS agreement nor the Budapest Treaty ( 1977) for the deposit of micro
organisms defines the term "micro-organism". It is however clear that for the purposes of patent 
protection, the term micro-organism will be understood in its widest sense to include any biological 
material which is self-replicable or which is replicable via a host organism. Thus, it will cover not only 
unicellular or other micro-organisms per se (eg. bacteria, fungus, virus, etc), but also sub-cellular material 
like genes, gene sequences, plasmids, replicons, or other material like cell lines, cell cultures, etc. Since 
disclosure of the invention is a requirement for patentability, the biological material must be capable of 
being deposited in a "culture collection". Therefore, any depositable, self-replicable biological material 
will be regarded as a micro-organism for the purpose of patenting. 

33. The basic problem with regard to the patenting of bio-technclogical inventions is the 
difficulty in deciding where "discovery" ends and "invention" begins; in other words, the difficulty in drawing 
the border1ine between a "product of nature" and a "product of man". The reason is that the starting point 
or the basic working material of a bio-technological invention is always some kind of living matter, i.e. 
matter that pre-exists in nature. The difficulty in distinguishing between a discovery and an invention in 
the case of bio-technological products is being resolved even in the industrialised world more through 
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judicial pronouncements. court decisions a:ld patent office practices than through clear-cut criteria laid 
down in law or special legislation. Patent laws of the last hundred years designed and developed for the 
inanimate world are being moulded to the animate world through the interp:etation of the judiciary with a 
view to accommodating the rapid and startling advances being made in the field of bio-technology. The 
settled jucficial view in the industrialised world now is that the relevant distinction is not between living and 
inanimate things, but between products of nature, whether living or not. and human-made inventions. It 
would appear that the doctrine of ·man-madeness· is gaining ground in the industrialised countries to 
distinguish between discovery and invention in the case of bio-technological inventions involving living 
matter. The nature and extent of human iltenlention and the degree of value or usefulness added by that 
intervention to pre-existing matter are analyzed to decide whether a patentable invention or discovery has 
been created or not Under this approach, a naturally occurring micro-organism as it is ·found· in nature 
or in ils original natural state may not be patentable. but if it is isolated, identified. purified or cultured and 
the resultant product is "nevi' (11 the sense of ils having no previously recognised existence) and valuable. 
it is patentable because it is the product of human ir.genuity. While the scope of protectior. of naturally 
occurring micro-organisms IS still evolving, there is greater certainty that genetically modified micro
organisms (GMOs) or produ--ts obtained by using the new bio-technologies such as recombinant DNA. 
somatic cell hybridization. micro-injection or hybridoma technology are patentable because they are 
creations of man and cannot be regarded as pre-existing matter. 

34. Developing countries would need to consider carefully the definition of micro-organisms 
that they may wish to adopt for the purpose of granting product patents. Given the widespread concern 
that their wealth of naturally occurring genetic material would get patented by foreign multinational 
companies and their use of naturally occurring substances would thereby be interfered with, and given 
also the fa:t that they are strangers to the complexities of patent protection in the field of living matter, it 
may be prudent for them to begin the process on a cautious note. A possible approach that they may 
consider could be along the following lines: First, naturally occurring micro-organisms including genes, 
gene sequences, cell lines. cellular or sub-cellular material. howsoever derived or even if trivially modified, 
may not be regarded as patentable. They may be treated as pre-existing matter or discoveries and hence 
not inventions. Second, only genetically modified micro-organisms (GMOs) may be regarded as 
patentable if the GMO represents a novel genetic make-up and the resultant product satisfies the criterion 
of utiflty or industrial appricability. Third, the GMOs that qualify for patent protection may be allowed patent 
only for the particular claim of trait or use accepted for the patent, but the GMO per se may not be 
patented. This is to ensure that the GMO is available for use for other purposes that may be later 
discovered. The products in which the GMOs are incorporated may also be eligible for patents or plant 
breeder's right if the products fulfil the applicable criteria. So far as micro-biological processes are 
concerned, they may be eligible for process patents if they satisfy the usual criteria for patenting. As 
developing countries gain knowledge and experience, and as international scientific opinion on the issues 
involved reaches greater clarity and consensus, they could refine and strengthen their intellectual property 
protection system in the area of bio-technological inventions. 

Pl.ANT VARIETIES 

35. The TRIPS agreement requires that plant varieties must be protected either by patents 
or by an effective sui generis system or by any combination thereof. Unlike in the case of micro
organisms, there iE no obligation to provide patent protection for plant varieties. But if a country chooses 
not to provide patent protection, it must provide an effective sui generis system for the protection of plant 
varieties. Countries are also free to provide protection b/ both patents and a sui generis system as ~ the 
current practice in several industrialised countries. 

36. The most well known sui generis system today for the protection of plant varieties is the 
Plant Breede(s Right system. The International Convention on the subject, known as the International 
Convention for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants - or more commonly known as the UPOV 
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Convention by the acronym of the French title - came into force in 1968 (although it was concluded in 
1961) and was revised in 1972, 1976 and finally in March, 1991. The UPOV 1991 Act is yetto come into 
force and I is the UPOV 1978 Act which is currently in force_ It is worth noting here that the UPOV 1991 
Ad contains a specilic provision, as an i1ducement to delleloping countJieii, that developing countries may 
join the Convention by adhering to the 1978 Act if they deposit tt air instrument of accession before 31st 
December. 1995. At. present, about 20 industrialised counlrif.s alone are members of the UPOV 
Convention. although some developing countries in Latin America ~·~e coniemplating to join it 

37. The UPOV 1991 Ad. has considerably expanded and strengthened the rights of the plant 
breeder. The UPOV Acts of 1961 and 1978 conferred only a ·commerciar right on the plant breeder, 
namely, the exclusive right to produce, for purposes of commercial marketing, the propagating material 
of the protected variety (i.e. seed or seedlings) and to market such material. The exclusive right was 
applicable to the propagating material frif. The UPOV Ad. of 1991 has expanded the right of the breeder 
to an ·exploilation· right akin to lhat of a patent owner. Under the 1991 Ad, all the following acts in respect 
of the propagating material will require the authorization of the breeder: production or reproduction 
{multiplication). conditioning for the purpose of propagation; offering for sale, selling or marketing, 
exporting, inporting and stocking for any of these purposes. Furthermore, subject to the breeder having 
had reasonable opportuniy to exercise his right at the preceding stage, the exclusive right of the breeder 
will extend to the harvested material and the products made from the harvested material in a casca<fmg 
fashion. 

38. A sensitive issue in the case of plant breede(s right is the issue of •tarme(s privilege·, 
namely his freedom to use farm saved seed for subsequent cultivation_ The 1978 Act of UPOV did not 
need to contain a specific provision for farme(s privilege because the exclusive right of the breeder was 
confined to production for the purposes of commercial marketing and to marketing of the seed or 
seedlings. The farrne(s privilege was therefore not affected. Since the 1991 Act has expanded the right 
of the breeder to an exploiation right lhat encompasses production or reproduction (multiplication) per se, 
it contains a specific provision for farme(s privilege, but circumscribing it with strict conditions, namely, (i) 
the farm saved seed has arisen from the harvest of the farmer on his own holding (i) the farm saved seed 
is used for :}rowing subsequent crups on the farme(s own holding and (i) the exemption in favour of the 
farmer is used within reasonable Hmits and subject to safeguarding the breede(s legitimate interests. 
Thus, strictly speaking, even limited sale or exchange of farm saved seed across the fence will violate the 
breeder's right, although it is doubtful whether this can be controlled or even whether this would be of 
interest to the plant breeder. 

39_ The TRIPS agreement does not stipulate that the standards of the UPOV ':onvention, 
either 1978 or 1991 version, must be observed for a sui generis system to be considered "effective·. 
There can be no doubt that the TRIPS agreement does not require a country to follow the standards of 
the 1991 Ad of UPOV, and that if a country were to follow broadly the standards of the 1978 Act of UPOV, 
it wc.uld meet its obligations under the agreement for effective protection of plant varieties. 

40. Developing countries would be well advised to model their plant breede(s right system 
on the 1978 version of UPOV regarding the scope, criteria and duration of protection as well as the 
progressive extension of protection to all genera and species. In particular, they may need to ensure that 
the exclusive right of the breeder is confined only to the ·commercial right" as set out in the 1978 Act and 
not the all encompassing ·exploitation" right as prescribed in the 1991 act of UPOV, and that the protection 
extends only to the propagating material of the protected variety and not to the harvested material and 
products made from the harvested material. It is also important to ensure that the •farme(s privilege· and 
"researcher's privilege· are provided for unambiguously without, of course, undermining the legitimate 
interests of the breeder. Farme(s privilege should provide that a farmer can use farm-saved seed of the 
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protected variety for subsequent cultivation either on his own land or on leased or rented land or for 
lradilional ~ wihin vilage cornn'Uliy. As long as a farmer remains a •grain producer" and does 
not tum himself into a ·commercial seed seller" of the protected variety, he should not be regarded as 
infringing on the rV1t of the plant breeder. The researche(s priviege should ensure that there is adequate 
freedom to use one protected vaciety to breed anolher new variety wtthout the authorization of the breeder 
of the prott=eted variety. 

41. There are two other major issues, namely, the sovereignty and control of States over their 
biological resources, and the concept of "Farmer's Rights• (as distinguished from farmer's privilege 
referred to earier) that are raising some concern in developing countries. There is nothing in the TRIPS 
agreement that takes away or abridges the sovereign rights of States over their biological resources and 
1heir rV1t to grant access to such resources only on mutually agreed terms, as provided for in Article 15 
of the Bio-divelSily Convention which has come into force in December, 1993. The TRIPS agreement 
does not also interfere in any mechanism that may be adopted to enable developing countries to derive 
economic benefits from the exploitation of their genetic wealth 'lr to obtain compensation for ils use. 
Some of the mechanisms cont.emplated are contractual arrangements between host countries and 
enterpcises interested in employing the resources, the aeation of property rights in genetic resources or 
pubic 1ransfels of funds. The concept of 'farmer's rights' has been conceived of as another mechanism 
to recognize and reward the contribution of rural and tribal men and women to the preservation and 
inprovement of genetic diversity. 

42. Genetic civelSy is the basic raw material for modem plant breeding and biotechnology. 
Until the advent of molecular biology and genetic engineering, plant bre9ding depended for ils success 
on access to genetic <ivefsily wilhin a species. Genetic engineering has, however, rendered the transfer 
of genes aaoss sexual barriers possible and has thus enhanced the economic value of bio-diversity. 
Through indigenous knowtedge systems, the rural and tnbal men and women of the Third World have 
OYer centuries preserved and promoted genetic diversity in plan1s and the genetic resources created by 
them have been freely made available to plant breeders and seed companies in industrialised countries 
for developing new plant varieties for which they obtained intellectual property protection. Free access 
to genetic resources of the Third World thus became ·a one-way subsidy from the poor to the rich.. To 
remedy this inequiy, the FAO Conference in 1989 adopted the concept of 'farme(s rights' whose aim was 
to recognize and reward the contribution of farm men and women of the past, present and future 
generations to the conservation and improvement of genetic diversity in crop plants. The farme(s rights 
would be of a collective nature; they would not belong to individuals, but to communities, and they would 
not create property rights over the genetic resource or seeds. 

43. The concept of Farme(s Righ1s has thus far remained on paper only and no international 
consensus has yet been developed to give it a practical shape. The TRIPS agreement does not preclude 
any country from giving effect to this concept in its own way in its sui generis syshm for !I 1e protection of 
plant varieties. The 'Madras Dialogue (Jan 1994)9 organiLed by M.S. Swaminathan Research Foundation, 
Madras (India), which has proposed the draft of a ·p1ant Variety Reccgr.ition and Protection Acf has 
suggested a methodology for implementing the concept of farme(s rights in lndia.7 In essence. the 
suggested methodology is to levy a five per cent royalty on domestic sales of the protected variety of seeds 
and to credit it to an autonomous Community Gene Fund. Where the crucial genetic material for the 
success of the protected variety can be traced to a local area, the royalty will be transferred to the 

1 The procecdin[!.~ of lhis dialogue arc availahlc in: "M.S. Swaminolhan and Vincela Hoon ( 1994 ). 
Mc!hodolo~C!' for Recognising the role of Informal Innovation in Con.1CfVotion and U1ilisa1ion of 
Plant Genetic Resources. Pror..cedintt~ No.9, CRSJ\RO. M:idras". Puhlillhcrs: CRSARD. 3rd Cros..; 
Stret..1, Tharamani ln~ilutional Ar.;a, Madras 60011 J. India. 
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concerned local lavel elected institutions for strengthening the in situ conservation activities of the 
communiy. Where i is not possible to identify the exact location from where the useful genes originated. 
IOO royalty credited to the Gene Fund wil be ulised to strengthen the in situ conservation activities of local 
communities in areas threatened with serious genetic erosion. For implementing the scheme. the 
applicant for plant variety protection will be required to indicate to the extent possible the 'pedigree' of the 
variety, giving the names and details of the land races. wild species or other ·folk. varietes which have 
contributed to the success of the variety, and where full pedigrees are not avail:lble, the applicant will 
pn:Mje information on the parental material used. The data furnished by the applicant will be analyzed 
by the National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources/National Institute for Plant Variety Testing and 
Evaluation to identify the location within India from where the auciai genetic mateiial had originated. 

44. The Madras Dialogue provijes a useful basi5 for implementing the concept of 'farmer's 
rights', but it recognizes the fact that in the absence of an intei.;ational system, such recognition and 
rewarding of the rural and tribal men and women has to be confined to domestic sales. As the pedigree 
of a new plant variety may draw ils useful genes from several countries, an international system is needed 
to rt0.wrd the contribution of farm men and woman from all tha countries concerned. It has been 
suggested that UPOV should work out. in conjmdion wih FAO, an international system of Farmer's Rights 
whereby contnbutions to a Global Community Gt!ne Fund and the methods of ils distribution could be 
setUed. UPOV can thus become an International Union for the Protection of Breeders and Farmers 
Rights. By recognizing and rewarding both the intellectual property rights of the breeder and the 
indigenous knowledge systems of the farmer that has contnbuted the feedstock of genetic diversity for the 
breeder, it would ensure that the breeder and the farmer are allies and their interests are not projected 
as though they are an:agonistic. 

ENFORCEMENT Of IN1B..1.ECTUAL PROPERlY RIGHTS 

45. Finally, the TRIPS agreement lays down certa!n minimum standards for the effective 
enforcement of intellectual property rights, although it does not obligate any country to establish a special 
judicial system for such enforcement distinct from that for the enforcement of laws in general. As for 
dispute settlement, the provisions of Ar1icle XXB and XXlll of GA TI 1994 as elaborated and applied by the 
Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU) of the Uruguay Round will apply. This means that the 
provisions of ·cross-retaliation• across sectors will also be applicable, although such cross retaliation can 
be resorted to under the DSU only after all other remedies have been exhausted and multilateral 
authorization has been obtained for it. Among the enforcement measures must be noted the special 
border measure requiring suspension by the customs authorities of importation of goods suspected to be 
counterfeit trademark or pirated copyright goods. Members may extend, as i.1dustrialised countries may 
do, the provision for suspension of importation to goods which involve infringement of other intellectual 
property rights (eg. patents, layout designs of integrated circuits or plant breeder's rights). Export of goods 
that are alleged by the importing countries to involve infringement of their IPRs will therefore become 
increasingly difficult, although there is a general exhortation in the TRIPS agreement tha1 the enforcement 
measures must be applied "in such a manner as to avoid the creation of barriers to legitimate trade and 
to provide for safeguards against their abuse·. 

AGREEMENT ON lRADE REl.ATED IN\'ESTllENT MEMURES (IRIMS) 

46. Although the extension of the trade agenda to investment measures was a matter of deep 
concern to developing countries at the beginning of the Uruguay Round negotiations, it ceased to be a 
controversial issue by the time the negotiations came to a conclusion. The main reason for this change 
was the liberalization in the foreign investment policies of developing countries. As a result, the TRIMS 
agreement became perhaps the thinnest agreement of the Uruguay Round and the obligations it 
contained were well within the ambit of the foreign investment policies N?ing pursued suo rr.oto in most 
developing countries. 
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47. The TRIMS ~reernent applies to investment measures related to trade in goods only. 
It prohibis any TRt.1 that is inconsistent with the provisions of Article Ill (national treatment) and J.rticle XI 
(general elimination of quaniitative restrictions) of GATT 1994. An illustrative list of such TRIMS is given 
in the Annex to the agreement Developing countries have been al:owed a transition period of five years 
(least developed counbies seven years) to eirninate any TRt.1 that may be inconsistent with the provisions 
of the agreement The balance-of-payments cover available to a developing counby under Article XVIII 
of GA TT 1994 is not eroded by the TRIMS agreement 

48. In substance, the TRIMS agreement seeks to eliminate ·performance fequirements·. 
particularly those relating to J*-ased indigenisation of the manufacturing programme or to export 
obligations. The agrE:ement prohibits limihtions on the importation of products or compulsory use of 
locally produced products that are related t~> the ~olume or value of eilher the local production or the 
exports of the enterprise concerned. 

49. From the poirt of view "' technology transfer, the jtlSlilicalion for lhe phased indigenisation 
of the manufacturilg programme used : Je that Wllihout such an obligation, the manufacturing operations 
of an enterprise, especially foreign owned enterprises, woold ~ly bP. confined to CKO/SKO assembly 
operations and there would be no transfer of basic manufacturing technologies. Actual experience has. 
however, shown that when a manufacturing programme lacks inherent techno-ecooomic or commercial 
viabiliy, the performance reqlirement has only proved to be counter productive and has not led to viable 
or technologically compeflive manufacturing processec;. It has also affected the flow of foreign investment 
in view of the fact that transna110nal corporations are increasingly employing integrated production 
structures around the world and freedom to source components and parts and to locate different 
segments of their production activities in different countries is increasingly becoming important for them. 
Developing countries have therefore been eliminating or minimizing the stipulation of performance 
requirements as a part of the liberalization of their foreign investment and trade policies. leaving it to 
market and competitive forces to influence the nature and extent of the indigenous manufacturing or 
sourcing programmes and export operations of enterprises, be it national or foreign owned or joint 
ventures. The TRMS agreement does not therefore come in conflict with the changes and trends taking 
place in the foreign investment and technology acquisition policies of the developing countries. 

GENERAL i\GREEllENT ON TRADE IN SBMCES (&ATS) 

50 The Uruguay Round agreement on trade in services is a framework agreement under 
which the obligations of •most-favoured nation treatment (MFNr and •transparency- (i.e. the prompt 
publication of all laws, rules and regulations) will apply to the entire universe of services, while the 
obligations of ·market access" and ·national treatmenr will apply according to the negotiated specific 
commitments incorporated in the schedule of each Member country. Negotiations for incorporation of 
specific commitments in the Members' schedules in respect of financial services have just been 
completed (28 July 1995) with United States opting out of the deal as it is not satisfied with the market 
opening measures of other countries. 

51. While the objective of industrialised countries is to gain market access in developing 
countries for capital and technology intensive services such as banking, insurance and basic 
telecommunications, the objective of the developing countries is to secure higher levels of commitments 
on the part of industrialised countries for the movement of natural persons for supply of services, 
especially in the areas of computer software and professional services. Rather than resorting to unilateral 
liberalisation, developing countries would be Wffll advised to utilise their liberalisation policies in the areas 
of banking, insurance, financial services. telecommunications and other infrastructure areas as a 
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bargaining ctti> to oblain enhanced !eYels of commirnents from the inriustrialised countries fo;- movement 
of their skilled and professional people in service sectors of export interest to them such as computer 
software. professional services. hospilal er healthcare services, construction and hotels. 

52. Artide rv of GA TS enumerates certain measures to be taken for inaeasing the 
participation of developing countries in international trade in services. It calls for strengthening the 
domestic services capaciy of developing countre; itlrough access to technology on a commercial 
basis·. improvement of their access to distribution channels and information networks, and liberaisation 
of r.iarket access in sP.Ctors and modes of supply of export interest to them. It also requires developed 
counlries to establish •contact points. wihin two years of the WTO Agreement to facilitate the access of 
developing countries to information on commercial and technical aspects of supply of services to their 
respective markets, requirements for OOtaining professional quaifications, and the availability of services 
technology. Article VI of GATS incorporates certain disciplines to ensure that quarlfication requirements 
and procedures. technical standards and licensing requirements in the field of professional sefVices do 
not constiute unnecessary barriers to trade in services. During the course of further consideration or 
negolaior1 of these issues under WTO. developing countries may need to use their collective bargaining 
strength to give operational content to these provisions. Unless t!1is is cons:iously attempted, there wil 
haRly be any inpact on the asymmetry that exists in global trade in services as between developed and 
developing countries. 

~ON TEatNICAl. BARRIERS TO 1BADE (IBf) 

53. The agreement on TBT deals with technical regulations and standards, including 
packaging, marking and labelling requirements, and procedures for assessment of conformity with 
technical regulations and standards.' The agreement applies to al! products. inctu<fmg industrial and 
agricultural products, but it does not apply to sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures. The agreement 
recognises the right of member countries to adopt technical regulations and standa!"'ls and conformity 
assessment procedures for. inter alia, the protection of human health or safety, anin. ~I or plant life or 
heallh, or the environment However, the follcMng major principles should be observed in ttle appl"ication 
of such measures: there should be no dscrimination as between locally produced and imported products; 
they should not cause unnecessary obstacles to international trade; as far as possible, international 
standards must be used where such standards exist; the results of the conformity assessment procedures 
of the exporting countries should be accepted subject to their conformity assessment bodies having 
adequate and enduring technical competence; and aB technical regulations should be promptly published. 
The agreement also urges member countries to participate actively in the work of international 
standardizing bodies with a view to harmonizing technical regulations and <X''."lformily assessment 
procedures. 

54. As far as developing countries are concerned, the preamble to the agreement 
emphasizes two aspects: first. the contrilution which international standarcfization (of technical regulatiooo 
and standards. and conformity assessment systems) can make to the transfer of technology from 
developed to developing countries; and second. the special difficulties that dcvelo;:>ing counties may 
encounter in the formulation and appfication of technical regulations and standards and conformity 
assessment procedures. and therefore, the need to assist them in their endeavours. The agreement 

• For the pUfllOst.":-1 of the atuecmenl. technical rc~laiion:1 are re~lotions rclotin~ 10 product 
characleri:olliC:I or their related prOCCiSC., and production method., COITI(11iance With which is 
m:mdatory. Standard" are ~andard, ~ hy a rccotmi!ied body for product characteri!'ltics and related 
rr•~'ICS and production method., compliance with which is not mandatory. 
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contains lengthy and detcailed provisions for (a) technical assistance tc; developing counbies and (b) 
special and diffetc!ntial treatment in favour of developing countries. In essence, the pro~ns urge: 
developed countries, including their regulatory bodies. to grant technical assistance ana 8'Jvice to 
developing countries to enable them to establish the necessary legal and institutional fra~ tcr 
formulation and implementation of technical regulations and stand3rds and conformity assessmer.• 
systems. including the establishment of national standardising bodies and their J)'lrticipation in the work 
of international standardising bodies. 

55. VVih regard to special and cifferenti.11 treatment of developing countries, the agreement 
lays stress on the following: Gillert 1hei" technological and socio-economic conditions, developing countries 
may need to adopt technical regulations. standards and conformity assessment procedures aimed at 
preseMng indigenous technology and process and production methods compatible with their development 
needs. They should not therefore be expected to use invariably the international standards as the basis 
for their technical regulations c;r standards. Secondly, developing coun~ may face special problems, 
arising from their institutional and infrastructural deficiencies as well as their stage of technolog~I 
de¥elopment, in the field of prepaialion and application of technical regulatio'lS, standards and conformiy 
assessment procedures. They should, therefore, be eligible, upon request, for specified, time-limited 
exceptions ill whole or in part from obligations under the agreement I must be noted that both the Articles 
relating to 'I echnical Assislance. and "Special and Differential Treatment" contain only "best endeavour" 
clauses and they do not cast arrt substanlive obligations on developed ~untries or confer any substantive 
concessions on developing countries. 

AGREEMENT ON DIE APPUCATION Of SANITARY AND PHYTO-sANITARY llfMVRES (SPS) 

56. The agreement on sanitary and phyto-sanitary measures (SPS) applies to all SPS 
measures which may, directly or indirectly, affect international trade. Sanitary or phyto-sanitary measure 
means any measure appfted to protect human. animal or plant life or health from risks arising from the 
entry, estlblishment or spre:icl of pests, <fiseases and disease-carrying or disease causing organisms as 
well as risks arising from additives, contaminants, toxins or Jisease-causing organisms in foods, beverages 
or feedstuffs. As in the case of the TBT agreement, the SPS agreement recognises the right of a country 
to adopt and enforce measures to protect human. animal or plant life or health (The TBT agreement 
extends also to the protection of the environment). However, the sanitary or phytosanitary measures must 
be based on international standards, guidelines or recommendations where they exist• It is open to a 
country to ac''Jpt a level of sanlary or phyto-saniary protection higher than that of the relevant international 
standards, if there is a scientific justification or if it is necessitated by the ·appropriate level of SPS 
protection· n~t:dw ~ it. The agreement requires a member country to accept the SPS measures of 
another me.nber country as equivalent if the exporting country objectively demonstrates to the importing 
Muntry that its SPS measures achieve the importiw.J county's appropriate level of SPS protection. The 
agreement also urges member countries to recognize the concepts of -Pest-or-disease free areas· and 
·Areas of low pest or disease free prevalence·. which have been defined in the agreement. 

'i For the purpo!IC of !he atueerncnt, international standard'!. ~iddines and rcconuncndations mean 
those o1ahlished or developed hy !he Codex Alimcntariu.'I Commis.'lion for food i;afdy (c:g. for food 
additives. contaminant'I, veterinary drug and pesticide rcsidUCll): hy the International Office of 
Epizooties for animal health: hy the Secretariat of the lntcmational Plant Protection Conv-.'fltion for 
plant health: and for mattCl"!'I not covered hy these organisatioos. those promulgated by other relevant 
international organisations open for mc..mhcrship lo all mc..mhc..-r countries of the '.VTO 
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57 _ So far as developing countries are concerned, the agreement takes note of the fact. as 
in the case of the TST agreement. that developing countries may encounter special difficulties in 
.:omplying wilh the slandards set by ~e importing countries. The agreement seeks to address this issue 
by way of {a) Technical assistance and {b) Special and differential beatment The agreement 11rg~ 
developed countries to assist developing countries, either bilaterally or through the appropriate 
international organisations. in the areas of processing technologies, research and infrastructure as well 
as in the establishment of national regulatory bodies. Such assistance may be in the fonn of advice, 
credits, donations and grants. including for the purpose of seeking technical expertise, training and 
eq(jpmenl The special and differential treatment clause envisages, inter alia, developing countries being 
given fine-imiled exceptions !o comply with the agreement and their being facilitated to participate actively 
in the work of the relevant international organisations. 

58. In respect of both the TBT and SPS agreements. as the right to set the standards rests 
with the importing countries including the right to set standards different from or higher than those of 
international standards, developing countries would face two major problems: (a) the availability and cost 
of technologies needed by them to comply with the standards and (b) the increasing possibility of the 
standards being used by the importing countries as non-tariff barriers to their exports. 

Ill IMPLICATIONS FOR AND SUGGESTED STRATEGIES AND 
RESPONSES BY DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

59. The Uruguay Round creates opportunities for developing countries to gain from international trade, 
but their realization of those opportunities rests crucially upon their ability to meet the competition and 
demanding requirements of the industrialised country markets. Given the thrust of industrialised countries 
to gain enhanced access to their own markets, devefoping countries will face the heat of competition from 
foreign enterprises in their domestic markets as well. The abilify of developing countries to meet the 
competition and demands of the external markets, including disguised barriers to their trade, will in tum 
rest crucially upon their technological capacity and strength. Technology is increasingly becoming the 
dominant determinant of international competitiveness_ Indeed it is this fact, coupled with the huge lead 
that developed countries enjoy over developing countries in the technological race, that lies at the root of 
their quest for stringent extra-territorial protection for intellectual property rights around the world. 

60. There are three basic issues arising from the Uruguay Round agreements, especially the fRIPS, 
TRIMS, TBT and SPS agreements. that req:.ire particular attention: (a) the availability, cost and the terms 
and conditions of acquisition cf foreign technologies, (b) the building up of domestic technological 
capabldies, including lhe promotion of indigenous knowledge systems and the derivation of benefits from 
genetic resources. and (c) the protection of public interest in sectors of vital socio-economic importance. 
To cope with the challenges posed by the Uruguay Round agreements, each developing country would 
need to analyse these issues in its in<flllidual circumstances and work out responses best suited to its own 
conditions. Considering the diversity in the stage of their technological development, resource 
endowments and market conditions, the responses would. needless to say, vary as between different 
developing countries, for example, the newly industrialising countries, developing countries with large 
markets or substantial technical manpower, and least developed countries. 

61. The strengthening of the intellectual property protection system and its extension to new areas 
such as micro-organisms and plant varieties under lhe TRIPS agreement has caused the deepest conce1 .• 
in developing countries. The concern stems from the fact that the TRIPS agreement lays down uniform 
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and stringent standards for protection of intellectual propertv rights. ignoring the need for relating the limits 
of protection to the stage of economic and technological development oi each country. There has been 
a good deal of debate as to whether intellectual property protection is indeed required as a spur to 
innovation and investment in R&D, or if it is needed. as to the level of protection that will strike a 
reasonable balance between public interest and the private interest of the innovator_ There is no scientific 
proof for or against protection of IPRs or for the limis of protection that would be appropriate to the stage 
of economic development of a country_ However, if one looks at the workt situation, a strong patent 
protection system seems to exist in those countries which are technologically the most advanced_ Is it 
because they have a good protection of intellectual property or for other reasons? Perhaps for several 
reasons one of which may be a good intellectual property protection system_ Even those who hold the 
moderate 'liiew that the level of protection of l>Rs in each country should depend on its stage of economic 
development therefore argue that intellectual property protection has an important role in development 
and moderrisation of an economy and that strict minimum limits must eXJSt for such protection. Opinions 
may however differ as to what those minimum limits are. The TRIPS agreement takes the view that the 
minimum limits for intellectual property protection are those incorporated in the agreement The 
assumption of the TRIPS agreement is that the standards adopted in the agreement would help achieve 
the objectives stated in Article 7 of the agreement, namely, "the protection and enforcement of intellectual 
property rights should contnbute to the promotion of technological innovation and to the transfer and 
<issemination of technology, to the mutual a<Nantage of producers and users of technological knowledge 
and in a manner conducive to social and economic Y.telfare, and to a bala!lce of rights and obligations"_ 

62. While the academic debate may continue on the l'Tl3rits and demerits of intellectual property 
protection or the appropriate limits for such protection in the case of developing countries, pragmatism 
demands that developing countries endeavour to make the best use of the TRIPS agreement now that 
it has become a reality. A two - pronged appr<iach on their part is called for: First, use the strengthened 
intellectual property protection system to attract technology oriented business alliances through foreign 
direct investment. licensing or other arrangements. Second. adopt a well defined strategy to encourage 
domestic investment in commercially oriented R&O and to brir.g about close interaction between domestic 
industry, academic and research community and the government in order to foster domestic technological 
capabilities. 

63_ There is a clear nexus between trade and investment and between investment and intellec.tual 
property protection. Most trade now follows investment, and given the rising trend in the globalization of 
their production structures by transnational corporations. intra firm trade now constitutes a significant 
proportion of the global trade of TNCs. Even where the primary objective of a TNC is the large or lucrative 
market of the host country. it is increasingly sought to be realised by local production in the host country 
than by direct exports, more so when such local production has adequate freedom to source its inputs 
from any source internal or external. The propensity to invest in a host country will increasingly be 
inftuenced by the adequacy of its intellectual property protection system, especially for R&D intensive and 
high technology investments. 

64. Besides private investments, even sponsored or contractual research and development 
arrangements between industry and academic institutions ( eg_ universities) or between industry and 
government owned research institutions, or inter-governmental agreements for cooperation in the field of 
science and technology tend to focus now on the question of protection of the intellectual property 
(especially patents and know-how) and the sharing of the ownership and benefits of the intellectual 
p.-operty rights emanating from the collaboration. No industry - university or industry-research institution 
or university-univers.'ty ui ir.tar govemmental agreements concerning R&D or science and technology is 
signed nowadays without the IPR protection and benefit sharing mechanism incorporated in it. 
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65_ There is therefore scope and need for using the strengthened intellectual property protection 
system arising from the TRIPS agreement to induce foreign investment, through subsidiaries, affiliates or 
joint venb.Jres as the parties may choose. as well as licensing or other forms of contractual arrangements_ 
Assurance of a good intellectual property protection system conforming to international standards coupled 
with incentives for investment in high technology or high risk R&D could play a role in attracting 
technology oriented investments and activities, especially in countries that have a good technological 
infrastructure (eg. highlv skilled or technical manpower in the form of scientists, engineers, technicians, 
etc). Apart from manufacturing ventures. there may even arise the possibility of some part of the R&D 
adiviy or some part of the developmental or evaluation activity being located in de..-eloping countries with 
sufficient techno-infrastructure if the IPR system encourages it 

66_ There is a view point that once a strong patent protection system is introduced in developing 
counbies. there would be no pressure on the patent owners to produce the patented products in the host 
country, and Mst country markets would be served only by imports monopolized by patent owners. This 
will be facilitated by the fact that TRIPS agreement regards importation as working of the patent, and 
further more. it will not be easy to grant a compulsory licence. Even if the patent owner undertakes local 
production, i will be through subsidiaries controlled by him. Either way there will be no trar.sfer or diffusion 
of technology in the host country. In particular. developing countries will not see local production of new 
generation drugs or other high technology products. 

67 _ Whil'! ttlis criticism may be valid to a certain extent, a good patent protection system may equally 
act as an incentive to locate production units and even some parts of R&D activity in the host country, 
especially when the overall investment climate is perceived to be congenial and it makes commercial 
sense to establish local production. Quite often, the effective use of a sophisticated technology depends 
on the availability of the secret know - how underlying a patent and that know - how may be more valuable 
than the patent itself. Without the consent and cooperation of the technology owner, it is not possible to 
obtain the know-how to operate a patent. Or it will take time. effort and money to develop one's own 
know-how to do so. It is because know-how is so vall!able that even in countries where patent protection 
is kept below par, there is strong protection of know-how by respecting secrecy and confidentiality 
obligations in contractual arrangemt::flts. Transnational corporations already operating in a country through 
subsidiaries, affiliates or joint ventures may more readily establish local production units for patented 
products than new entrants, but compulsions of market penetration may dictate recourse to local 
production in large or growing host country markets. 

68. The building up of domestic technological capaolities holds, however, the key for realizing the best 
v~lue out of intellectual property protection system. Unless there is a stronij commitment and 
determination to develop domestic technological capacity ( which may range from generating new 
technologies to assimilation and "daptation of imported technologies), the TRIPS agreement may cut 
short " reverse engineering", "imitauve research" or "copying culture", but it will not spark domestic 
innovation or inventive activity. The ever widening technological gap between developed and developing 
countries should be a matter of serious concern to international community. As the first World Science 
Report, 1993 of UNESCO points out. the gap between rich and poor countries today is not so much ' 
resource gap as it is a knowledge gap. The Report's comparison of investment in R&D which is a good 
indicator of a nation's commitment to science and technology brings this out in grim relief. Japan is 
devoting nearly 3% of its GDP or about US $70 billion a year now to R&D, while the United States is 
spending about 2.8% of its GDP or about $150 billion a year on R&D. The Europe~n count:iP.s within and 
outside of EEC are also devoting this order of their GDP to R&D. The newly industria1ising countries and 
territories such as the Republic of Korea and the T aman Province of China are also ooi11g re<'sonably well 
on this score spending nearly 1.9% of their GDP on R&D . In stark contrast, devel.1ping CA1untries are 
spending not even 1% of their GDP (typically 0.5 to 0.75%) on R&D. Given the size of their respective 
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GDPs, the per capita spending on R&D works out ~o $650 in Japan • $600 in United States, $400 in 
Scandinavian Counbies. $300 in EEC Countries. $70 in Republic of Korea and S3 in India. For developing 
counbies as a whole, the per capita spencing on R&D is less than $10. Furthermore, nearly three fourths 
ot the R&D spending in developing countries emanates from the government. while in industrialised 
counbies i is the other way round, with private sector, especially the TNCs, accounting for the bulk of the 
R&D spending, especially in applied research and c.>mmercially oriented R&D. 

69. The presence or absence of intellectual property protection system may not be responsible for this 
weak commiment of deYeloping countries to R&D, except perhaps to the extent that the weakness in the 
R&D field is reflected in their idfference or opposition to strong intellectual property protection. However, 
now that lhey are acceplitg international obligations for effective protection and enforcement of IP Rs and 
those obligations will affect their trade interests, it is imperative that Science and Technology policy in 
general, and commercit:llly oriented R&D in particular, are placed high ~n the agenda of national 
economic development policies. In particular, developing countries should consider providing strong fiscal 
and financial incentives to their enterprises and institutions in private and public sector for commercially 
oriented or original R&O, especially in areas of special importance to their socio-economic and trade 
interests. For example, they could consider establishing Technology Development Funds, generally or for 
specific sectors, from which equity or equity like assistance could be given to enterprises and institutions 
for approved R&O projects. Developing countries should also consider measures, suitable in their 
individual context. for promoting an effective coalition or alliance between government,. domestic industry 
and domestic research and academic ilstitutions ( eg. research laboratories, •.miversities) in order to forger 
industry-research/academic community links directed at commercially useful technolcgies. Unlike the 
situation in industrialised world, this kind of link is weak in developing countries with industry and 
research/academic institutions moving in parallel streams unrelated to each other. It is necessary to 
remedy this situation. 

70. It is also important to promote a ·patent culture' among scientists, technologists and the research 
and academic community as well as ir. domestic enterprises. For 2 variety of reasons, there is a lack of 
awareness and understanding of what intellectual property protection means, how a patent or other 
intellectual property protection right is obtained, and what precautions are needed to obtain and protect 
one's intellectual creativity. Even where commercially valuable inventions have been made or where the 
potential exists for developing the research to the point of a patentable invention, developing country 
research institutions, universities, scientists and technologists hnve not taken advantage of their creations. 
The tendency to rush to academic publications, generated b\; peer pressure based on the number of 
academic. publications to a scientist's credit in preference to tt;e number of patents taken by him, is a 
contributory factor. A strong intellectual property protection system could be used positively to enable 
domestic research institutions, scientists and technologists to reap a reward from their intellectual 
creativity, for which it is important to enhance their understanding of the requirements of the intellectual 
property protection system. It will also be useful, at least in the initial stages, to provide them with financial 
and technical assistance to obtain international patents. The creation of a patent cultme will also be helpful 
in domestic research and academic institutions entering into collaboration agreements with agencies in 
other countries or with private industry in sponsored or contract or cooperative R&D. 

71. A major implication of the strengthened intellectual property protection system arising from the 
TRIPS agreement is the availability, cost and terms and conditions of technologies for developing 
countries. There is a real danger that once IPRs are heavily protected, the technologies so protected may 
not be made available or if they are made available, the cost and terms and conditions may be onerous. 
The magnitude of this problem may perhaps depend on the nature of technology and the global corporate 
strategy of its owner. Where a technology is virtually the monopoly of its owner, the problem may reveal 
its most serious face with the technology not being made available or its price being prohibitive. But for 
most technologies, alternatives would be available including the lower generation technologies. Therefore, 
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it is not so much the a11ailability as its cost that may be the real problem_ Even where the technology is 
made available to a local production unit, its dissaminatioil or diffusion will be severely restricted_ Ttiese 
challenges can hardly be wishOO way, but to the extent that a d.Jveloping country is able to strengthen and 
expand its own technological capabilities and to the extent that it offers an attractive market for the 
technologies, ii may be less difficult to contend with them. !n this context. it may be worth mentio:'ling that 
the technology expert control regimes of the industrialised world may nave a more potent effect on 
developing countries acquiring newer technologies than the pr:>tection of intellectual property pursuant 
to the TRIPS agreement 

72. The protection oj public interest, consistent with thP. protection of the rights of the ~wner of tlie 
intellectual property, is anoth.!r important area for policy response. There is no inherent contradiction 
between protection of public interest and protection of intellectual property rights. The TRIP~ .. greemP.nt 
does not prohibit compulwry licences_ What it prohibits is automatic, indiscriminate or across the board 
issue of compu;sory licences_ As noted earlier in this paper, selective and judlciocs use of compulsory 
licences is permissible to serve vilal public interest or t\ i prevent abuse of right by the holder of the patent 
The main ground for a comµilsory licence should be not im:iortation (of the patented product) per se but 
the need for establishing competitive sources of production to serve a vital public interest Such an 
approacn would permit the possib.lity c! a compulsory licence being granted regardle5 of whether the 
patent owner has established local prllduction or whether the patented product is only bein~ imported. 
The conditions laid down in Article-31 of the T~IPS agreement should, however. t:g complied with as 
regards the scope and terms of a compulsory licence_ Article 8 (l) and Article-31 of the TRIPS agreement 
should be used in a combined and judicious manner to serve a vital public interest. 

73. In this context. the need for formulating or stre'lgthening competition laws in developing countries 
cannot be overemphasized. Article-31 (k) of the TRIPS agreement permits a compulsory licence to be 
granted without hearing the patent owner if it is to remect1 a practice determined after judicic.I or 
administrative practice to be anti-competitive. Article 40 recognises that " some licensing practices or 
conditions per'.aining to intellectual property which restrain competition rnay have adverse effects or trade 
and may impede the transfer and dissemination of 'echnolcgy". The Article also say:; that member 
countries are free to specify in their legislation • licensing practices or conditions that may in particular 
cases constitute an abuse of intellectual property rights having an adverse effect on competition in the 
relevant market". Some examples of such practices are given in the Article. Member countries are free 
to adopt appropriate measures, consistent with the provisions of the TRIPS agreement, to prevent or 
control such anti-competitive practices It is important that developing countries develop and strengthen 
their competition laws and reGulations as well ~-s their enforcement mech~nisms to control abuse of 
intellectual property rights. if necessary by seeJJng technical expertise and advice from other countries, 
including industrialised countries, and international organisations. 

74. Three areas of the TRIPS ag;·eement, namely,(a) Introduction of product patents in the 
~iharmaceutical sector (as also the agrochamical sector); (b) Patenting of micro-organisms (1.e. patenting 
of biotechnological inventions); and (c) The protection of plant varietiec; (through plant breeder's right 
protection if not patent protection) require the special attention of developing countries. The extension of 
product patents to the pharmaceutical sector has important implications for (i) drug prices and 00 
development of the indigenous pharmaceutical industry. The impact on drug prices will chiefly depP.nd 
upon the natJre of the drug (that is, how essential it is) and the number of alternative drugs available for 
treatment of the disease concerned. The availability of previou~ generation drugs may act as a check on 
the price that a new patented drug can command. But if the now drug is a medical breakthrough, as for 
example, a vaccine against AIDS or cancer, the price commanded may be phenomenal. The TRIPS 
agreement does not affec.t the right of a country to regulate dr~g prices, but it must te kept in view that 
excessive control of drug prices could have an adverse effect on investment in pharmaceutical industry, 
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including investment in R&D. The TRIPS agreement also permits compulsory licensing for "public 
non-commercial use" by the government, but the possibility of using this mechanism would be very rare. 
As noted earlier, there is scope for using the compulsory licensing route for commercial purposes in a 
selective and judicious manner to protect a vital public interest. The use of compulsory licensing pre
supposes that fle licence seeker has the technological capacity to produce the patented product in 
competition with the patent owner. This may not always be the case, and further more, the motivation to 
invest in R&D for developing cheaper process to manufacture a patented product may be severely 
inhibited by the uncertainty and difficulties that surround the grant a compulsory licence. Where a vital 
public interest is to be met, there will therefore be a need for some kind of governmental intervention and 
support for investment in R&D to develop alternative processes by prospective compulsory licence 
seekers. 

75. The chief impact of product patenl" in the pharmaceutical sector is that it closes the option of 
indigenous industry to produce new patented drugs by "reverse engineering". It is beyond the financial, if 
not the technological, capacity of most enterprises and institutions (eg. research laboratories) to invest in 
high risk R&D and develop an new chemical entity from the laboratory to the pharmacisfs shelf. But with 
strong fiscal and financial support from government, it may be possible in the long run for some 
enterprises and institutions to take up original R&D for inventing a new molecule, especially to tackle 
diseases common to developing countries (Contrasting the situation between developed and developing 
countries, it is often said that developing countries continue to suffer from "age old ailments". not ·old age 
ailments1. However, for the majority of enterprises in developing countries, the introduction of the product 
patent S\'stem in pharmaceutical sector will call for a shift in strategy which may encompass the following: 
(a) joint ventures or co-marketing arrangements with TNCs (b) establishing joint ventures or co-marketing 
arrangements abroad, especially in o:her developing countries (c) focus on production of "generics" or 
drugs which wnl soon come off patent protection and (d) collaboration with TNCs in new drug development 
to \ake up an appropriate part of the drug development chain, especially in Phase-II or Ill of clinical testing. 
Developing countries which have acquired certain resilif:nce and strength in their domestic ._,toarmaceutical 
industry (eg. Brazil, China, India) have all these options to be examined and encouraged in order to sustain 
their pharmaceutical industry. For some other developing countries, some of these options may not be 
fea~ible, but they could, as noted earlier, use the strengthened intellectual property protection system to 
encourage the establishment of local production of patentoo products where such production would make 
industrial sense for the IPR owner. 

76. The extension of intellectual property protection to new areas, such as mic.-o-organisms and plant 
varieties, raises a number of complex issues, awareness and understanding which are still limited in 
developing countries. Bio-technology is the technology of the future in agriculture and industry, food and 
medicine, waste management and environmental protection. It is a knowledge, not capital, intensive 
industry. Many developing countries have attachE'd priority to this sector and have started building up their 
capabilities, if not in the "ne~ or "gene biotechnologies". at least in the more mature areas (eg .. tissue 
culture. diagnostic kits). It is of importance that even as they are building up their capabilities in this sector 
they pay attention to the policy, legal and institutional framework for pat£nt pro~ection for biotechnological 
invention. As discussed in Part-II of this paper, they will have to give careful consideration to the question 
of definition of micro-organisms and of patenting naturally occurring micro-organisms. As suggested 
therein, it may be advisable for them to exclude naturally occurring micro-organisms, how so ever derived 
or trivially modified, from patent protection and confine patent protection to genetically modified micro
organisms on:y and that too for the particular use or trait claimed for it. Another important issue for their 
consideration i:i the question of establishing or recognizing the culture collection centres for the deposit 
of micrc-organisms for meeting the disclosure requirements of a patent application. It would be desirable, 
where the capacity exists, to make it obligatory to deposit a sufficient number of strains of the 
micro-orgar.ism in a designated domestic culture collection. 
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n. k:. regards the protection of plant varieties, given the substantial 3vailability of plant breeding skills 
in many developing countries, it is in the interest of developing countries to establish a system for 
protection of plant breeder's rights in order to stimulate private investment in seed industry and to enable 
their public sector institutions to earn some reward for their investment in developing new plant varieties. 
This could contribute significanUy to enhancing their agricultural production and productivity, and even to 
their making an entry in the world seed industry. Plant breeding skills and agro climatic diversity can be 
combined to yield tangible benefits under an appropriate plant breeder's right {PBR) system. But it is 
equally inportant to CCl1Sider how the system for protecting biotechnological inventions and plant varieties 
could be combined with (a) the realization of economic benefits for the genetic material contributed by ttte 
country to intellectual property right holders and (b) the recognition of the ·informal innovation· of farmers 
over generations in conserving and improving bio-diversity. These are complex and emotive issues : it has 
been alleged that • bio piracy • and free use of the traditional knowledge of the indigenous people are 
causing huge losses to the Third World. Patenting, it is argued, protects all knowledge and innovation 
except the knowledge and contribution of the indigenous people. The 'Madras Dialogue' discussed in Part 
- II of this paper suggests a methodology for implementing the concept of ·Farmer's Righr. but it is only 
partial in ils scope because it cannot extend to international sales in the absence of an international system 
for recognising and rew::lrding the Farmer's Rights. 

78. Perhaps the most important problem that developing countries may face in the emerging trade 
environment is the availability, cost and terms and conditions of environmentally safe technologies, 
including technologies related to packaging materials. The agreements on TBT and SPS give full 
freedom to countries to adopt and enforce measures they consider necessary to protect human, animal 
or plant rite and health or the environment Although the agreements lay down the general principles that 
such measures should not constitute arbitrary, unjustifiable or disguised barriers to international trade, and 
that as far as possible, the standards should be transparent and internationally recognised standards, the 
border line between the standards being necessitated by legitimate environmental concerns and their 
being employed as newer forms of non-tariff barriers may increasingly become hard to distinguish. 
Developing countries will be under constant pressure to ensure that e:q>orts, both of agricultural and 
industrial products, conform to the er.vironmental and safety standards of the importing countries in the 
industrialised world. 

79. As the European Union's Council Regulation No.880/92 of 23 Marc~. 1992 introducing the ·eco
label" award scheme typifies, the environmental standards will attempt to fo;iow a "cradle-to-grave" 
approach. This means that the ecological criteria adopted for grant of an "eco-label" will encompass the 
entire life cycle of a product, starting with the extraction or production of raw materials, progressing through 
the stages of production, dis~ribution and consumption, and ending with the disposal after use. Thus, for 
example, in the case of garments, the standards may apply from growing ·organic" or "green" cotton with 
no pesticide residues to the garments being free from benzidine or azo-dyes and the method of disposal 
of the packaging. In other words, the process and production methods (PPM) ir. the developing countries 
will have to satisfy the desired environmental criteria as much as the end product and packaging reaching 
the industriali&ed country market. 

80. Developing countries may face a two fold problem: (a) awareness and understanding of the 
standards being adopted bv the importing countries; and (b) the availability, choice and cost of the needed 
technologies. With retpect to the first problem, it is of importance that developing countries participate 
actively in the work of international standard setting bodies. besides establishing or enhancing the 
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technical competence of national regulatory and testing bodies. '° For this purpose, they may wish to seek 
technical assistance or advice from industrialised country or international inslitutio'ls. In this context, the 
recommendation of the Emnent Pe1SOns Group (EPG), contained in the second report of the EPG to the 
summit conference of the Asia-Pacific Economic Forum (APEC) held in Bogor, Indonesia in November, 
1994, is worth serious attention. The EPG has recommended the adoption of an ·APEC Standards and 
Conformance Framework· with a view to harmonisation of national product standards and testing 
procedures, or in areas where this is not feasible, mutual recognition of each other's standards and testing 
procedures, including mutual recognition of each other's testing laboratoriss. Such mutual recognition 
could pav~ the way for acceptance of the conformity assessment principle "tested once, accepted 
everywhere·. Bilateral, regional and multilateral cooperation is essential to give a push to this concept. 

81. The cost and acquisition of environmentally '>afe technologies will pose an equally formidable 
problem. Much of the technology resides in private enterprises in the industrialised world, and much of 
it may also be closely held or protected by paten1s. Eco-labels, whether granted by government agencies 
or authorised by private labellers, may increasingly become the passport for gaining entry into 
industrialised countries, but the cost of their acquisition may eat into the profits or competitive position of 
developing country exporters. In any case, developing countries will need to develop and strengthen their 
skills in choosing and acquiring technology equipment, raw and other materials, and expertise that wm 
enable them to meet the environmental standards adopted by the importing countries. Unless they 
develop their skills in this new field, they may find it difficult to realise the market access opportunities they 
have envisaged from the Uruguay Round agreements. 

82. In this context, it may be worth noting that a major motive behind the dri"1e of industrialised 
cou~ to adopt increasingly stringent standards on environmental grounds could well be the fillip it will 
give to their environment technology sales. As has been observed, for the industrialised countries, good 
environment is also good business. The environ technology (ET) industry is one of the fastest growing 
industries world-wide. The global market for ET is currenUy estimated to be in the US$200 - 300 billion 
range and is expected to reach US$ 500 - 600 billion by the year 2010. In the United States, the domestic 
ET industry was estimated to have a turnover of$ 134 billion in 1992, with about 45,000 - 60,000 firms 
being active in the industry. Besides large transnational corporations, many small and medium sized firms 
are also active in this sector specialising in particular niches of the ET spectrum. Alive to the huge 
business potential of the ET industry, the U.S. Administration has created a separate Office of 
Environmental Technologies Export (ETE) in its Department of Commerce with the twin objective of 
pushing environmental concerns at international fora and promoting US exports of eco-technologies. Both 
in WTO and in bilateral or regional trade agreements, there will be a growing insistence on the inclusion 
of tough environmental clauses that will promote the interests of the ET industry of the industrialised 
countries. It is estimated that while U.S. exports 5 to 10 per cent of its ET output (despite its being the 
leading producer), Japan and Germany export about 25 and 30 per cent respectively of their annual 
production. An important target of their ET sales will no doubt be the developing country markets, 
especially the large and affluent markets. 

83. Finally, there will be substantial administrative and institutional burden on developing countries 
in the implementation of the Uruguay Round agreements relating to intellectual property rights as well as 
standards on SPS and TBT. This will be particularly the case for least developed countries and other 
developing countries with limited experience in this fiel<l. They will have to formulate, amend or reshape 
their policy, legal, institutional, administrative and judid31 framework. For example, the grant of patents 
will require their patent offices being staffed with adequate number of patent examiners who possess the 

IO For in~1ancc, India has fonnulatcd a two-year action plan to 1..-stahhsh 15 full fledged 1..•co-tcstini.z 
lahoratorics lo t.."Tlahlc its textile industry to 1.:onfonn to thc new 1..'Coloi.zical standards hcini.z 1.."Jlforccd 
ahroad. The action plan includes also 11isscminalion or infonnaliiln 111\1.."fllCTLZiOg Ceo-standards. 
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requisite knowledge in all fields of technology. In the matter of patenting •micro-organisms·. they may 
need to estabish or indicate the ·culture collection· centres where deposits of micro-organisms are to be 
made. Considering the fact that patenting of naturally occurring micro-organisms is still in an evolutionary 
stage 2nd the borderine between ·<iscovery'" and "'ilVenlion. is often settled by court decisions, developing 
countries may need increasingly lawyers who are scientists. and scientists who are lawyers. The TRIPS 
ag:-eement recognises the fact that developing countries will need substantial technical assistance to 
establish or upgrade their institutional framework for adoption and enforcement o~ intellectual property 
rig his. 
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